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There are times, very rarely, but there certainly are times, where she cranes her 

misshapen neck so that she can peer into that one small mirror that’s chipped 

edges are framed by golden metal molded tenderly into the shape of beautiful 

roses, each rusted, delicate petal shaped with imperfect beauty, which she keeps 

in a shadowed, hidden corner of her room that she can only see when she cranes 

her neck, in order to avoid catching her disheveled appearance in the smudged 

glass. In these rare moments, she sees beyond her crumpled skin that hangs like a 

sack on a scarecrow and her mattered grey hair that in certain patches has 

withered like a flower starved of water, detached itself from her scalp and fallen 

like shriveled petals to the ground, and she glimpses the women she once was. 

That woman, who she finds she no longer believes is herself, apart from in these 

short-lasting rare moments, was radiantly kind, with a smile that had the same 

effect as the moon coming out from behind a cloud on the darkest of nights and 

transforming the world into a glittering playground where the shadows can no 

longer hide. And in these moments, where her saggy skin and yellow teeth seem 

unimportant and nonexistent, she transforms, for only the shortest time, back 

into that young girl.  

Energy bounces through here aching body and her creaking bones find a song 

other than their usual mournful shrieking and she finds that she can push herself 

up onto her wavering legs and spin in clumsy spirals around the dust coated 

room, humming a jolly tune she once strummed so carefully on a wooden guitar, 

with gentle, steady fingertips. And she is young, beaming and swaying joyfully 

between his strong arms, as he presses his chin into her fiery river of curls, that 

glow like the last embers of a fire, and her stomach becomes a magnificent field 

of flowers, hosting thousands of vibrantly beautiful butterflies that dance in wild 

patterns making her stomach churn as she takes in that wonderful smell of him, 

that is a mix of the scent of Autumn leaves and oranges. 



But then the feeling disappears, and she is just a lonely old fool, tripping clumsily 

over her feet as she dances with a ghost and hums a terribly out of key tune 

which begins to slowly leak from her memory. And the only scent that hangs in 

the air is of dust and illness, and the butterflies dancing in her stomach are just 

trapped gas, her beaming smile falls from her face, and she runs her wrinkled 

hands through her dim tangled ash colored hair as her creaking legs carry her 

unsteadily back over to her ancient wooden rocking chair, where her bones can 

once more shriek in peace as she sits with salty streams trickling down her 

cheeks, though her tired mind can barely remember what they are for. She rocks 

slowly backwards and forwards, sending clouds of dust into the air where the 

chairs splintered legs touch the floor, and she stares solemnly at a picture of a 

beaming young girl, with hair that reminds her of embers, dancing with a 

handsome young man whose eyes are pinned on her, and she begins to wonder, 

distantly, why this picture makes her feel something when she’s sure she does not 

know these people. 


